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Disrupting the Publishing
Industry, One Page at a Time
Dallas Anne Duncan is a storyteller, a photographer, and a visual artist in multiple media. She
is — sometimes to her parents’ chagrin! — fiercely independent when it comes to her creative
projects. As her debut novel began to take shape in 2020, she chose to do things a little
differently than most self-published authors.
She was going to self-publish her books. Not through an existing publishing house, and most
assuredly not through Amazon. Her books would be self-published in truly the most literal
sense of the word: by herself. “Bright Star,” book one of “The Meridian Trilogy,” will be the first to
undergo this process!
With this decision, Dallas made a commitment to support the independent bookstores she
knows and loves, as well as larger-scale brick + mortar book retailers to reach readers in cities
that lack independent shops. Her books will be available through her website, but also via any
independently-owned bookshops and local libraries that wish to stock them. “Bright Star” can
be purchased by libraries or independent bookstores through IngramSpark distributing at the
industry discounted rate.
She specifically chose to reach out to bookstores recommended to her by her test readers,
friends, and family, as well as ones she’s frequented in the past. As you well know, there is
something truly magical about stepping through the doors of a bookstore, of a library, to
find pages in which to lose yourself. As Dallas’ personal motto is “Do Not Doubt Your Magic,”
a theme that arises regularly in her books, she hopes readers will be able to capture some
additional euphoria by pulling “Bright Star” or the upcoming two sequels + prequel from your
shelves.
Dallas is available for book signings, author readings, and other events as you see fit. She
would love to visit your store and share its magic with those who are already entranced with
the world of Heáhwolcen — as well as the new readers she’s yet to meet. Should you wish to
stock signed copies, please contact her at the email below. Dallas is happy to send you some
at a discounted rate, plus the price of shipping.

For bookings or inquiries, Dallas can be reached via email at DallasAnne319@gmail.com.
Bookseller bundles + individual copies are available now at www.DallasAnneDuncan.com.

Bright Star
The Meridian Trilogy, Book One
Bridgette Conner is in her early 20s, studying
violin at a university in the American South.
She’s a part-time waitress, a full-time creative,
and for all intents and purposes, a pretty
normal twenty-something living a pretty
normal life. She has senior year finals coming
up, a few summer classes to round things out,
and after that? Bridgette hasn’t given it much
thought.
One Sunday in 2018, a newcomer enters
the diner where she works. And suddenly,
Bridgette has many, many thoughts about
what comes next: Magic is for fairytales. Her
life has been anything but.
... Until now.
“Bright Star” follows Bridgette as she begins
to tackle an uncertain, constantly changing
present based on a past she didn’t know was
hers to claim. The world in which Bridgette
grew up is very different from the possibilities
she’s now presented with — if she is willing to
join forces with Elves and Fairies, witches and
Sanguisuge coteries, Tieflings and Baetalü,
to make possibility reality.
Immersed largely in the history of the Salem
Witch Trials and Civil Rights Movement,
melded with modern-day challenges of

changing colonizer mindsets and
confronting one’s own economic and social
biases, “The Meridian Trilogy” is as much a
fantasy series as it is a lens through which to
view twenty-first century politics and global
lifestyles. Intensely researched, meticulously
detailed, combining fictional worldbuilding
with real-life happenings, it’s a rarity in the
genre ... and perhaps like Bridgette Conner,
something new in its entirety.

The saga begins within these pages. Will you join us?

See what “Bright Star” readers are saying
about the series:

Meet Dallas Anne Duncan
Dallas grew up
just outside of
Augusta, Georgia,
the daughter of
environmental
engineer Jayson
Duncan and
retired
educator &
published author
Terri Kaye
Duncan. Her
younger brother,
Barret, is a
successful
pharmacist and
owner of Cold
Brewing
Company.
After stints in Macon and the Atlanta area,
Dallas is now proud to again call the Classic
City of Athens, Georgia, home, along with her
three cats. She graduated from the University
of Georgia College of Agricultural and
Environmental Sciences in 2011 with dual
bachelors of science in agriculture degrees:
one in animal science with a meat sciences
emphasis, the second in agricultural
communication.

Her background is heavy in traditional print
journalism and includes award-winning
publications The Red & Black, The Times, and
The Georgia Voice. She owned agriCULTURE
Magazine from 2015 to 2016 and worked
extensively in the agricultural media world
before starting her own company as a
photographer and digital storyteller. Though
her full-time career includes both butchery
and photography, social media and graphic
design, Dallas was a storyteller long before
she could write.
She illustrated “books” and told her parents
the words to write on each page. In fact, the
series now known as “The Meridian Trilogy”
began as one such drawing when she was
only five years old! By first grade, Dallas was
“writing books” herself, telling imaginative
stories about her beloved Boston terrier
Nicky and fictional sets of animal characters.
Simultaneously, Dallas devoured books faster
than her parents could buy them. She craved
getting lost in new worlds and other places,
and used her Barbie dolls and Beanie Babies
to act out “fan fiction” based on the creatures
and people other authors created.
Nowadays, Dallas never stops creating,
though she’s moved on from toys acting out
others’ storylines to actually writing the

>> statement of values
I believe each of us has the power to create our own magic in and around ourselves, day in and day out. I
believe it is up to us as individuals to come together and develop a better, stronger society where equity,
equality, and appreciation of differences are embraced. I believe the future does not have a gender binary, that
your body is yours and mine is mine, that there are better ways to handle healthcare, immigration,
policing, defense, and economics than we currently have here in the United States. I believe the systems in
existence serve to uphold a racial and gender divide that no longer serves us, and I acknowledge my previous
complicity in refusing to challenge them because they did serve me. I believe mental health to be as equally
important as physical health, that Black Lives Matter, that religion has no place in politics, and that each of us
should strive to accomplish at least one “impossible” task before breakfast. I value peer-reviewed science that,
yes, does tend to evolve with research and techniques as time goes on. I believe it is our right and
responsibility to hold our elected leaders accountable for the policies they vote for and how they spend our tax
dollars. I believe each of us can make small daily changes that collectively make a greater difference in the
American and global economies, consumption of plastic and other non-biodegradable materials, climate
change, and accessibility.
The above are my personal beliefs and do not necessarily reflect those of my partner businesses, just as theirs do not
necessarily reflect my own.

stories herself! She has multiple novels and
series planned, including the second and
third books in “The Meridian Trilogy” and a
prequel that follows the founding of its
magical setting, Heáhwolcen. She finds
inspiration in the strangest of places, and
has been known to wake up out of a dead
sleep to furiously scribble a note to herself
for future stories, or to connect plot points
that drag out her writing process.
When Dallas isn’t writing or working, she’s
probably knitting and listening to an
audiobook ... or sipping a cold beer, iced
covfefe, or whiskey cocktail at one of her
favorite establishments. Occasionally she’s
doing all of the above, given that her cozy
couch is also one of her favorite establishments. She is a massive Georgia Bulldogs
football fan, loves to cosplay no matter the
season, and grounds herself through all the
“busy” using a variety of ritual and nature.
Her books, photo prints, and knitted gifts can
be purchased through Witchling Boudoir, the
retail arm of her business. She encourages
everyone to have confidence in their own
magic, and to embrace patience and grace
when the Universe and Nature present
challenges that seem impossible to endure.

Selected Excerpts from “Bright Star”
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“Bright Star” and “The Meridian Trilogy” would never have come to life — outside of my
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Find Dallas Anne Duncan and her books on the interwebs:
www.DallasAnneDuncan.com
@DallasAnne319
@WitchlingBoudoir
www.Facebook.com/TheMeridianTrilogy

